


Royal Treatment features the exceptional benefits of White Truffle and Pearl, which contains Vitamin B, amino 
acids, proteins, and moisturizers. This sulfate and paraben free system is a lavish line, designed to create and 
maintain healthy, beautiful hair with the finest ingredients, giving extraordinary results.

Royal Treatment®

Volume Shampoo
Volumizing shampoo for fine limp and color-treatment hair

Royal Treatment®

Volume Conditioner
Volumizing conditioner for fine limp and color-treatment hair
Royal Treatment®

Pearl Complex
Lightweight, leave-in treatment for hair and skin
Royal Treatment®

Brilliance Cream
Finishing cream that provides firm, flexible hold and shine

Royal Treatment®

Ultimate Control
Working spray to create volume, shine and hold





Tools & Products:
Royal Treatment Volume Shampoo & Conditioner
Royal Treatment Pearl Complex, Brilliance Cream and Ultimate Control Hairspray.
Dura CHI curling Iron 1”

Artist:   Make up
Rocky Vitell i   Alberto Caleb Oz

BEFORE
Cleanse the hair with Royal Treatment Volume Shampoo and 
condition with Royal Treatment Volume Conditioner. Apply some 
drops of Royal Treatment Pearl Complex and blow dry the hair.

When the hair is dry, mix some drops of Royal Treatment Pearl 
Complex with Royal Treatment Brilliance Cream and apply on 
the hair for flexible hold and shine. Curl the hair with the Dura 
CHI Curling Iron 1 inch and finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate 
Control Hairspray.

STEP 1 .
tart with separating the crown area.
Section the sides and clip them to separate for later.
Create a low side ponytail at the nape and finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate Control Hairspray.



STEP 2 .
Braid the hair with 2 strands from the side part in the front to 
the ponytail in the nape area.

Secure this with pins, loosen up the braid and finish with 
Royal Treatment Ultimate Control Hairspray.

STEP 3.
Create volume on the crown area by backcombing at the roots.
Braid the other side with 2 strands and attach this twist to the ponytail in the nape area.
Spray some Royal Treatment Ultimate Control Hairspray to make a firm foundation.



STEP 4.
Divide the ponytail in 3 separate ponytails.
Twist them, loosen them up a little bit and secure them back up. 

STEP 5.
Pin the twisted strands up to the ponytail and finish the look with 
Royal Treatment Ultimate Control Hairspray.





Tools & Products:
Royal Treatment Hydrating Shampoo and Conditioner. 
Royal Treatment Pearl Complex, Brilliance Cream and Ultimate Control Hairspray.
Dura CHI curling Iron 1”

Artist:    Make up
Leonel Rodriguez  Alberto Caleb Oz

BEFORE
Cleanse the hair with Royal Treatment Hydrating Shampoo and 
condition with Royal Treatment Hydrating Conditioner. Apply 
some drops of Royal Treatment Pearl Complex and blow dry the 
hair.

When the hair is dry, mix some drops of                  Royal Treatment 
Pearl Complex with Royal Treatment Brilliance Cream and apply 
on the hair for flexible hold and shine. Curl the hair with the Dura 
CHI Curling Iron 1 inch and finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate 
Control Hairspray.

STEP 1 .
Separate the top layers from the sides. Backcomb the top layers 
at the roots for more volume.

Create 2 ponytails. One underneath the top layers on the crown 
and one at the nape area.

Twist a little strand of hair around the elastic band to hide it. 
Finish the hair with Royal Treatment Ultimate Control Hairspray.



STEP 2 .
Braid the top layers in a loose voluminous braid.

STEP 3.
Secure the braid to the ponytail on the crown. Loosen it up and comb the ends together with the 
ponytail. Make sure you have a lot of volume in the front. Finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate 
Control Hairspray.



STEP 4.
Comb the sides backwards and attach it loosely to the ponytail on the crown. 

STEP 5.
Do the same on the other side. 
Make sure the hair flows loosely to the back.
Place the curls and finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate control Hairspray.



FINISHED LOOK



Tools & Products:
Royal Treatment Hydrating Shampoo and Conditioner. 
Royal Treatment Pearl Complex, Brilliance Cream and Ultimate Control Hairspray.
Dura CHI curling Iron 1”

Artist:    Make up
Mego Ayvazian  Alberto Caleb Oz

BEFORE
Cleanse the hair with Royal Treatment Volume Shampoo and 
condition with Royal Treatment Volume Conditioner. Apply some 
drops of  Royal Treatment Pearl Complex and blow dry the hair.

When the hair is dry, mix some drops of Royal Treatment Pearl 
Complex with Royal Treatment Brilliance Cream and apply on 
the hair for flexible hold and shine. Curl the hair with the Dura 
CHI Curling Iron 1 inch and finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate 
Control Hairspray.

STEP 1 .
Secure the sides and backcomb the hair on the crown at the roots to create volume.



STEP 2 .
Start to place a strand loosely underneath the crown 
area. Make sure you don’t loose the volume on the 
crown. Pin it loosely in place.

STEP 3.
Continue placing strands. Twist the strand, loose it up a 
bit and place it on top of the first strand.

Pin it and finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate Control 
Hairspray.



STEP 4.
Continue twisting and placing the strands. Use big open pins to keep the hair in place.
Finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate Control Hairspray.

STEP 5.
Take some layers from the front. Twist them losely and place them on the back of the head undcerneath the 
other twists. Use big open pins to keep the hair in place. Finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate Control Hairspray.



STEP 6 .
Continue building this hairstyle with twisted strands. Loosen the twists and place them underneath each 
other at the back of the head. Use big open pins to keep the hair in place. Finish with Royal Treatment 
Ultimate Control Hairspray.

STEP 7.
Finish the hairstyle by placing the top layers. Twist them, loosen them up a little bit and place them at the 
back of the head. Leave some strands in natural fall around the face for a romantic feel.
Finish with Royal Treatment Ultimate Control Hairspray.



FINISHED LOOK





For more information, contact your Farouk Systems Distributor or call 
1-800-237-9175.© 2017 Farouk Systems, Inc Houston, TX 77090 • 

Visit our website at www.farouk.com


